
11-12336
Supplement No

0001

BOULDER POLICE DEPARTMENT
1805 33RD ST

Reported Date

09/24/2011

BOULDER, CO 80301
Report Type

MORAL OFFENSE
Officer

MORRIS,SCOTT

303-441-3300

303-441-4330 Fax

Administrative Information
Agency

BOULDER POLICE DEPARTMENT
Report No

11-12336
Supplement No

0001
Reported Date

09/24/2011
Reported Time

21:08
Status

Cleared
Report Type

Obscenity/Prostitution/Indecency/Materials
Location

BROADWAY/MOUNTAIN LAUREL PL
City

Boulder
ZIP Code

80304
Rep Dist

BO01
Area

01
Beat

BO01
From Date

09/22/2011
From Time

17:20
Officer

4670/MORRIS,SCOTT
Assignment

TARGET CRIME TEAM
2nd Officer

FLYNN,ASHLY
Assignment

PATROL WATCH 2
Entered by

4670
Assignment

TARGET CRIME TEAM
RMS Transfer

Successful
Prop Trans Stat

Successful
Property?

None
Solvability

A - High level of solving case
Score

200
Approving Officer

971
Approval Date

09/24/2011
Approval Time

22:54:08
Other related case number(s)

11-122223
Contacted In-Person - (X)

X
Detective Notification - (X)

X
Summons Photocopy - (X)

X
# Offenses

1
Offense

18-7-302
Description

INDECENT EXPOSURE
Complaint Type AC

C
NCIC Offense

3605
Use

N
Bias

88
Loc

25
#Pr MOE Act Weapon/Force IBRS

90Z
No

1
Link

ARR
Involvement

ARR
Invl No

1
Name

DAVISON,ALEXANDER ROY
Race

W
Sex

M
DOB

10/31/1990
Link

VIC
Involvement

VIC
Invl No

1
Name

MISCHLER,RUTH ASALEIH
Race

W
Sex

F
DOB

03/25/1977
Summary Narrative

Arrest of Alexander Roy Davison for indecent exposure occurring at 3800 Broadway, City of Boulder Colorado on 
9/24/11 at 1651 hours.  This case is cleared by arrest and is associated with 11-12223.

Arrestee 1: DAVISON,ALEXANDER ROY
Involvement

Arrestee
Invl No

1
Type

INDIVIDUAL
Name

DAVISON,ALEXANDER ROY
MNI

298074
Race

WHITE
Sex

MALE
DOB

10/31/1990
Age

20
Ethnicity

NOT OF HISPANIC ORIGIN
Juvenile?

No
Height

5'10"
Weight

150#
Hair Color

BROWN
Eye Color

BROWN
Dom Violence

NO
Res Status

RESIDENT
OFN_INVL

1
Vic/Ofnd Age

20
Type

HOME
Address City

Boulder
State

COLORADO
ZIP Code

80304
Date

09/24/2011
Type

Driver's License
ID No OLS

COLORADO
Phone Type

CELL
Phone No Date

09/24/2011
Notes - (Text)

arrestee
Marital Status - (Text)

single
Will you mention a Juvenile Name

N
Medical Conditons - (Text)

none
Medical Clearance? - (Y/N)

N
Medication Required? - (Y/N)

N
Medication Taken - (Text)

none known
Suicidal Behavior? - (Y/N)

N
Describe Suicidal Behavior - (Text)

none
Arrestee's Behavior - (Choose)

C
Advisement of case status? - (Y/N)

Y
Advisement Date - (Date)

20110924
Advisement Method - (Text)

phone
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ARRESTED (Taken to jail.)
Arrest Type

On-View Arrest (PC)
Arrest Date

09/24/2011
Arrest Time

16:51:00
Status

Booked & Jailed
Arrest Location

3800 BROADWAY
City

Boulder
Rep Dist

BO01
Citation No

77027
Place of Birth

COLORADO
City of Birth

Boulder
Armed

UNARMED
Multi-arrests

COUNT ARRESTEE
Beat

BO01
Charge

18-7-302
NCIC Offense

3605
IBRS

90Z
Level

M1
Charge Literal

INDECENT EXPOSURE
Citation No

77027
Other 1: OFC NIEDZIELSKI,M
Involvement

Other
Invl No

1
Type

INDIVIDUAL
Name

OFC NIEDZIELSKI,M
Phone Type

CELL
Phone No

(303)710-3660
Date

09/24/2011
Notes - (Text)

Asisting officer
Other 2: SGT LEFEBRE,G
Involvement

Other
Invl No

2
Type

INDIVIDUAL
Name

SGT LEFEBRE,G
Notes - (Text)

supervisor
Other 3: OFC LOGUE,N
Involvement

Other
Invl No

3
Type

INDIVIDUAL
Name

OFC LOGUE,N
Notes - (Text)

transport officer
Victim 1: MISCHLER,RUTH ASALEIH
Involvement

Victim
Invl No

1
Type

INDIVIDUAL
Name

MISCHLER,RUTH ASALEIH
MNI

297736
Race

WHITE
Sex

FEMALE
DOB

03/25/1977
Age

34
Ethnicity

NOT OF HISPANIC ORIGIN
Juvenile?

No
Height

5'01"
Weight

140#
Hair Color

BLACK
Eye Color

BROWN
Res Status

RESIDENT
Vic/Ofnd Age

34
Notes - (Text)

original victim
Will you mention a Juvenile Name

N
Victim notification of release

N
      IBRS Info
Victim Invl No

1
Offense Codes

90Z
Modus Operandi
Intel File?

No
Other

NA
Property Attacked

Not Applicable
Physical Evidence

Not Applicable
Arson Inhabited?

No
Theft Type

Not Applicable
Oddity

Not Applicable
Study

NA
Victim's Race

UNKNOWN
Victim's Sex

UNKNOWN
Victim's Age

UNKNOWN
Vulnerability

Not Applicable
Crime Code(s)

Miscellaneous Crime Code (All others)

Narrative

On 9/24/11 at 1600 hours I, Officer Scott Morris and other members of the Boulder Police Department's Target 
Crime Team participated in an undercover operation in the 1000-1100 block of the bicycle path adjacent to 1100 
Mt. Laurel in the City of Boulder Colorado.  The operation was supervised by Sgt. G. LeFebre and involved 
Officers Mark Niedzielski, Officer Scott Morris and Officer Ashly Flynn.  The operation was conducted in response 
to a series of indecent exposure incidents that had been first reported to the police department on 9/20/11 and 
9/22/11 (Boulder Police Report numbers 11-12223 & 11-12336).  In each of those reported events a male suspect
 approached female victims on the bicycle path and did so with his penis exposed and hanging out of the fly of his 
shorts.  The suspect was described in 11-12223 as a white male in his early twenties wearing blue and white plaid
 shorts black shirt having average height and weight.  He was unshaven wearing glasses and flip-flop type 
sandals.  In 11-12336 the suspect was described as being a Caucasian male twenty to thirty years old with a light 
complexion and a slight build approximately six feet tall.  The suspect had short dark brown or black hair and was 
clean shaven.  This victim described the suspect as wearing aviator type sunglasses and a gray or black tee shirt, 
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Narrative

white blue and green plaid shorts and sandals.  

All officers were in plain clothes in vehicles, on foot and on bicycle.  Officer Flynn was dressed in athletic apparel 
to appear as if she was jogging on the bicycle path.  Officer Morris was trailing behind Officer Flynn on a bicycle in
 the event that the suspect approached her.  Officer Niedzielski and Sergeant LeFebre were in unmarked vehicles
 also to assist with contact with the suspect and to manage the operation.  On 9/23/11 during an identical 
operation Officer Niedzielski observed a male closely matching the suspects' description in the area of the bicycle 
path on foot.  Before Officer Niedzielski could make contact the suspect disappeared in the area of Broadway and 
Mt. Laurel. 

At approximately 1610 hours Officer Niedzielski radioed to the surveillance team that a male matching the 
suspect's description had entered a home just north of the bicycle path.  Officer Niedzielski indicated that the 
suspect was wearing the same shorts as the following day but had on a darker shirt.  Officer Niedzielski was able 
to determine that the suspect entered a private residence with an address of  Place, in the City of 
Boulder.  Once that address had been identified we placed Officer Flynn close to that location in order to try and 
coax the suspect out of the home.  While Officer Flynn made several passes on the bicycle path south of the 
residence she noted that the appearance of the blinds in the home seemed to change.  On one occasion the 
blinds were open and on her second pass the blinds were drawn.  Officer Flynn's presence outside the home did 
not lure the suspect out and as such Sgt. LeFebre arranged to have uniformed patrol officers contact and identify 
the occupants of the Orange Street address.  

While team members waited for patrol officers to arrive the same male suspect was observed by Officer 
Niedzielski exit the rear of the residence, now wearing the aviator sunglasses, and walk toward a fence that 
separated the property from Broadway on the other side.  The suspect utilized a gate to access Broadway and 
was contacted by all team members at the RTD bus stop in the 3800 block of north Broadway.  The suspect was 
cooperative and identified himself as Davison with a Colorado driver's license.  Davison told officers that he lived 
with his mother at the Orange Place address.  Sergeant LeFebre asked Davison if he (Davison) knew why the 
police might be contacting him and Davison stated "yea I think so."  Davison next volunteered that he had been 
"exposing himself recently on the bike path".  Based on this statement Davison was placed under arrest by Officer
 Morris at 1651 hours and patrol officer Logue arrived and took custody of him.  Prior to leaving the scene Davison
 verbally expressed an interest in speaking further with police and as such arrangements were made to conduct a 
more formal interview at the police department.  

Davison was transported to the Boulder Police Detective Section interview room #1 by Officer Logue.  At that time 
Officer Morris conducted an in-depth interview with Davison.  Davison signed an advisement waiver form and 
indicated verbally that he understood his rights per Miranda advisement provided by Officer Morris.  The interview 
was audio/video recorded.  The following is an abbreviated synopsis of that interview:

Officer Morris conducted this interview at 1730 hours on 9/24/11.  Davison was asked about the circumstances 
that led to his arrest on 09/24/11 and provided insight into his behaviors specific to the events reported in the 
aforementioned case reports.  Davison indicated that he has been walking the bicycle paths near his Orange 
street residence for approximately two weeks now (dating back to approximately 9/10/11) and has done so with 
his penis exposed the majority of the time.  Davison told Officer Morris that he began experimenting with public 
nudity in the backyard of his residence during the summer.  Davison would read books while in the yard and 
gradually had the urge to do so with less and less clothing on.  Davison stated that he first took his shirt off and 
eventually was reading in the yard only covered by a towel.  Davison stated that he enjoyed the feeling of being 
"in the sun" with less and less clothing on.  

Davison worked up to being comfortable outside in the rear yard of his residence fully nude, however he used 
lawn chairs to shield himself from the general public's view.  Davison specifically described taking the steps 
necessary to prevent himself from being seen by members of the public.  These steps were necessary as the yard
 is only fenced on the east side adjacent to Broadway.  

Davison next described the transition from remaining hidden in the back yard to walking the bicycle path exposing 
his genitals.  Davison first began to walk the bicycle path from his residence west to the intersection of the path 
and Wonderland Hill Road.  He told Officer Morris that he first ventured out with the fly in his shorts open exposing
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 his boxer-shorts.  In short order Davison eliminated the boxer-shorts and walked the path with his bare penis 
exposed.  Davison stated that he did not know why he felt compelled to behave this way and that no particular 
event precipitated his new activity.  Davison told Officer Morris that he would feel aroused as a result of women 
seeing his penis (throughout this entire period he limited his exposures to females on the bicycle path) as he 
passed them which would at times result in his having an erection.  Davison indicted that he did not "feel the 
need" to masturbate while outside but would do so at home following and afternoon of repeated exposures to 
females.  

Throughout the interview Davison made it clear that he did not have or seek any physical contact with the victims 
and no words were exchanged.  When asked Davison did not feel compelled to step up his activities into touching 
or violence during the interview.  Davison specifically recalls walking the bicycle path and exposing himself to 
females on the dates and times reported in 11-12223 & 11-12336.  Davison stated that toward the end of this 
week he was walking the path four to five times a day repeating the aforementioned behaviors.  Davison stated on
 several occasions that he wanted to quit "but could not" and knew that something "would have to happen to make
 him quit."  When asked he described this arrest as such an event.  

Davison stated that he would conduct his walks on the path around lunch at the earliest and around seven PM at 
the latest.  When asked Davison estimated that during the past two weeks he has exposed himself to "somewhere
 around 60-70 females".  

Davison described the events leading to this arrest as follows:  He was returning from a walk when Officer 
Niedzielski noted him entering the residence on 09/24/11.  Davison admitted to observing Officer Flynn on the 
bicycle path approximately fifteen minutes prior to his arrest.  Davison looked at Officer Flynn though the windows 
in the house that Flynn reported observing changes in the condition of the blinds.  Davison intended to exit his 
residence and attempt to intersect Officer Flynn using his standard methods but did not for two reasons, the first 
being that Officer Flynn walked onto Broadway which is an area Davison tried to avoid due to the amount of traffic.
  The second reason was Davison's intention to meet his mother and father for dinner at a downtown Boulder 
location this evening.  Davison was contacted and arrested while attempting to leave for that meeting on the bus.  
    Davison admitted to wearing a dark colored shirt during the time Officer Niedzielski observed him and had the 
shirt with him at the time of his arrest.  

When asked about other criminal activities Davison stated the following:  He recently moved back to Boulder from 
the Miami area where he has a girlfriend.  Davison reports having a healthy sexual relationship with her.  Davison 
did not admit to any similar behavior in Miami.  Davison told Officer Morris that his activities in Boulder have been 
limited to the area surrounding his residence venturing no further east than 19th Street, north to Quince, west to 
Wonderland Hill and south past Mt. Laurel.  Prior to his arrest Davison did not masturbate after first observing 
Officer Flynn and due to his mentioned time constraints did not pursue her any further.  

Davison was candid and cooperative during the interview process. Officer Morris retained possession of Davison's
 aviator glasses to be placed into evidence.  Officer Logue transported Davison to the Boulder County Jail where 
he was lodged per this narrative on two counts of indecent exposure.  This case is cleared by arrest and 
detectives have been notified in regard to locating additional victims.  Officer Morris lodged Davison on two counts
 of indecent exposure for both reported incidents (11-12223 & 11-12336).  
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